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Fastrack Adds Dynamic Routing & GPS Tracking to Delivery Automation
-Integration to Tom Tom Web Fleet Navigation
-Process Credit Cards from the Patient’s Home
Plainview, NY… Fastrack Healthcare Systems, Inc. announced today the completion of integration to the
Tom Tom Web Fleet product line that allows for a new dynamic routing capability incorporating GPS
technology. Fastrack clients will use this capability in conjunction with the company’s enterprise software
solution for Home Medical Equipment (HME DME), and Respiratory and Home Infusion Pharmacy
providers.

With this integration, clients of Fastrack’s Routing and Delivery Automation module can send optimized
routes to the Tom Tom device in each delivery vehicle. The device provides turn-by-turn directions and
will present the driver with the most efficient driving route for the day’s orders and maintenance services
being performed. Fastrack Routing will analyze the orders for the day and the available vehicles and
utilizing sophisticated routing algorithms will determine which orders should go on each truck and
determine the most optimized route for the truck to drive, taking into consideration various factors
including required time windows. The system will provide estimated arrival times for each stop, allowing
customer service to respond to inquiries regarding when the product will be delivered.

Since Tom Tom supports GPS, the provider can simply access an on-line map from the Internet to see the
location of their driver’s real time and assign new orders throughout the day to the nearest driver capable
of servicing the patient. The Fastrack system will then upload the new order to the appropriate driver’s
PDA or Tablet PC/Notebook. This allows the driver to scan the bar codes to confirm the right product is
being delivered, capture serial and/or lot numbers and collect the patient’s signature acknowledging
receipt of the products. This information is automatically sent via a data/cellular connection back to the
server to automatically confirm the delivery eliminating this time consuming error prone process.

According to Spencer Kay, President of Fastrack, ”Dynamic routing will allow our clients to quickly
respond to new and emergency orders throughout the day in a quick and efficient manner which will lead
to improved patient satisfaction. Fastrack Delivery Automation provides the added benefit of allowing
orders to be billed real time throughout the day without having to wait for the driver to return to the
office.”

Another new feature is the ability to process credit cards real time in the field allowing the driver to
collect C.O.D. amounts including co-pays, traditionally a major collection problem for providers.
Fastrack can process all credit card types including American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, etc.

The Fastrack Delivery and Routing system is designed to reduce mileage and therefore gas costs, reduce
overtime, and improve the response to patient and facility customer needs.
Fastrack Healthcare Systems is the leading supplier of software & technology to Home Medical
Equipment providers, Durable Medical Equipment and Respiratory Providers, Home Infusion Pharmacies
& Home Healthcare Agencies. Only Fastrack offers a solution for each individual segment of Home Care
as well as one system encompassing virtually every clinical, operational and financial aspect of a
provider’s business, automating several or all of these product/service lines within one integrated
Microsoft SQL database. For further information, contact FASTRACK Healthcare Systems, Inc. 255
Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803; 1-800-520-2325, fax: 516-349-8875, or e-mail them at:
info@fastrk.com or visit their Website: www.onlyfastrack.com.
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